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for Many-Light Rendering
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Abstract—This paper proposes the VisibilityCluster algorithm for efficient visibility approximation and representation in many-light
rendering. By carefully clustering lights and shading points, we can construct a visibility matrix that exhibits good local structures due to
visibility coherence of nearby lights and shading points. Average visibility can be efficiently estimated by exploiting the sparse structure
of the matrix and shooting only few shadow rays between clusters. Moreover, we can use the estimated average visibility as a quality
measure for visibility estimation, enabling us to locally refine VisibilityClusters with large visibility variance for improving accuracy. We
demonstrate that, with the proposed method, visibility can be incorporated into importance sampling at a reasonable cost for the manylight problem, significantly reducing variance in Monte Carlo rendering. In addition, the proposed method can be used to increase
realism of local shading by adding directional occlusion effects. Experiments show that the proposed technique outperforms state-ofthe-art importance sampling algorithms, and successfully enhances the preview quality for lighting design.
Index Terms—Ray tracing, visibility approximation, importance sampling, the many-light problem
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

HE

commonly employed Monte Carlo ray tracing
method tends to suffer from noisy results due to the
large variance in stochastic sampling. Importance sampling
is an effective strategy for reducing that variance. It requires
to efficiently approximate the integral kernel of the
rendering equation, a triple product of incident lighting,
material properties, and visibility. Among these terms,
visibility is often ignored because its estimation demands
expensive shadow ray casting or shadow map construction.
However, a recent study has reported that in industry-level
scenes more than half of the shadow rays (sometimes over
90 percent of them) end up with occlusion [1]. Thus, the
neglect of visibility largely limits the effectiveness of
importance sampling.
We, therefore, propose an efficient method for estimating
average visibility to improve the effectiveness of importance sampling. We focus on rendering with the many-light
formulation (i.e., the virtual point light (VPL) method),
which has received much attention in recent years. In
previous importance sampling approaches, visibility is
either completely omitted [2] or sparsely sampled [3]
because of its expensive computational cost. The bidirectional importance sampling (BIS) approach [2] only approximates lighting and BRDFs without taking visibility into
account. It suffers from significant noise when contributions
from strong lights or BRDF peaks are occluded. Georgiev
et al. [3] later proposed Importance Caching (IC) to address
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this problem. However, their method fails to handle highfrequency variations of geometry and visibility. Fig. 1
shows problems with these approaches.
We propose VisibilityCluster, a method for efficient
computation and compact representation of the visibility
function. The method is based on the observation that
visibility terms in the many-light transport matrix exhibit
good local structures if shading points and lights are
properly clustered. Fig. 2a visualizes the visibility matrix
for a scene, in which rows and columns correspond to
shading points and lights, respectively, and matrix entries
represent their visibility values. It took 4,856 seconds to
compute the full matrix of pairwise visibility. After
clustering, the reordered matrix exhibits good local structures (Fig. 2b). We call a submatrix formed by a cluster of
lights (light cluster (LC)) and a cluster of shading points
(shading cluster (SC)) a VisibilityCluster and calculate its
average visibility (Fig. 2c). The average visibility is
particularly useful for the applications that do not require
perfect visibility, such as importance sampling. By sampling
lights and shading points, we can estimate all average
visibility terms between clusters in 14 seconds and with
only 3.57 percent error (Fig. 2d). Our method has several
advantages:
It is usually sufficient to estimate the average
visibility accurately with few visibility samples.
. It makes the importance function more compact and
improves performance for both construction and
sampling, which makes it more scalable in terms of
number of lights.
. The estimated visibility provides a direct quality
measure to visibility estimation and can be used for
guiding further refinement of clustering.
The proposed VisibilityCluster method produces visibility information and can be built on top of BIS [2] for more
effective variance reduction. Including visibility allows us
.
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Fig. 1. Examples for limitations of previous importance sampling methods. Previous methods produce significant noise in regions with highfrequency visibility variations due to complex occlusion or fine scene structures, such as the coffee mug handle very close to the popcorn box in
LUNCH and the thin handrails in CONSTRUCTION. Insets show detailed comparisons for parts of the scenes rendered with different methods given
the same amount of time (200 seconds for LUNCH and 500 seconds for CONSTRUCTION). The insets, from top to bottom, are BIS [2], IC [3], and
our approach. Our method provides better noise reduction across the whole image including these difficult areas.

to better sample unoccluded lights. Experiments show that
our method achieves superior noise reduction, compared to
other state-of-the-art importance sampling techniques when
rendering a variety of complex scenes with different
illumination conditions. In addition to importance sampling, we demonstrate that VisibilityCluster can be combined with local shading to produce visually pleasing
directional occlusion effects. Altogether, the proposed
VisibilityCluster algorithm offers a good compromise
between performance and quality, and is well suited for
lighting previews and high-quality rendering.

2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Importance Sampling
Importance sampling is an effective strategy to reduce
variance in Monte Carlo rendering. Its main idea is to
sample with a distribution proportional to the integral
kernel, which in our case is the triple product of incident
lighting, BRDFs, and visibility. Efficient construction of
such distributions, however, is challenging because it
requires accurate approximation of these terms. Among
them, visibility is particularly costly to approximate.
Earlier algorithms only approximate one of these terms,
such as illumination [4], [5], [6] or material properties [7].
Recently, several (bidirectional) product importance sampling methods have been proposed. Pioneered by wavelet
importance sampling [8], earlier approaches focus on
sampling the product of environment lighting and BRDFs
[9], [10], [11]. Wang and 
Akerlund [2] later proposed a more
general approach that can sample both structured and
unstructured illumination (such as area lights or indirect
lighting) by using the many-light formulation. Other wellknown approaches for generating product distributions of
lighting and BRDFs are based on the idea of importance
resampling [12], [13]. They approximate the product
distribution by starting from one distribution and then
refining with the other. These approaches can handle both
direct and indirect illumination. The major problem of the
above methods lies in the oversampling of occluded lights,
making them unsuited for scenes with complex visibility.

Some approaches are built on top of product importance
sampling and try to reduce visibility variance. Ghosh and
Heidrich [14] reduced noise in partially occluded regions by
using Metropolis-Hastings mutations. Rousselle et al. [15]
included a very conservative visibility term by approximating scenes with inner spheres. The approach is not suitable
for fine geometry and cannot handle partially occluded
areas. Clarberg and Akenine-Möller [16] used control
variate to reduce variance. They reformulated the rendering
equation with an interpolated visibility term. Although
with some success, without changing the distribution for
sampling, their method is less effective. Finally, the tabledriven adaptive importance sampling proposed by Cline
et al. [17] improves sample quality by reusing importance
functions from neighbor pixels in the previous rendering
process. Their method suffers from large variance near the
boundary, where no shading information is available.
Georgiev et al. [3] recently proposed IC to exploit
coherence in the reflection integrand. Full lighting contributions including visibility are evaluated and cached at
sparse locations. Several types of distributions, ranging
from aggressive to conservative, are built at these locations
and reused by nearby shading points with a multiple
importance sampling scheme. The major limitation of their
method is that the quality of distributions decays quickly in
the presence of high-frequency variations of materials,
geometry, and visibility. In addition, as the number of lights
grows, the memory for storing distributions and the
computation overhead for generating distributions become
big concerns.

2.2 Many-Light Rendering
The seminal work, Instant Radiosity, proposed by Keller [18]
laid the foundation of using VPLs to represent complex
illumination. Direct and indirect illumination can be
handled with a united framework. However, high-quality
rendering requires a large number of VPLs and accumulating all lights is often impractical. Lightcuts was proposed to
reduce the number of shading operations by adaptive
clustering [19], [20], [21]. For each point, a shading cut is
used to keep the expected error under a threshold. Visibility
is not included when estimating the error bound. Hasan et
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There are also VPL methods focusing on real-time
applications [26], [27], [28]. They often ignore occlusion
when computing indirect lighting. To take account of
visibility, Ritschel et al. [29] proposed the Imperfect Shadow
Map to accelerate the construction of shadow maps for
VPLs. Dong et al. [30] clustered VPLs into large area lights
and determined visibility using soft shadowing techniques.
Bashford-Rogers et al. [31] used visibility grids to approximate geometry and accelerate multibounce indirect illumination. For efficiency, these methods pursue visually
pleasing results rather than physically accurate ones. They
are validated by a perceptual study [32] in the context of
interactive VPL-based rendering.

Fig. 2. Visualization of the visibility matrix for TOWN. The rows and
columns correspond to shading points and lights, respectively. Each
matrix entry represents the visibility between the corresponding shading
point and light. In the original order of shading points and lights, the
visibility matrix (a) has little coherence. After reordering, the visibility
matrix (b) exhibits blocky structures due to visibility coherence. We call a
submatrix formed by an LC and SC a VisibilityCluster. By averaging the
visibility terms within each VisibilityCluster, we obtain the average
visibility matrix (c). It took 4,856 seconds to compute pairwise visibility
between each light and shading point, and construct the average
visibility matrix. The brightness indicates the visibility ratio between a
pair of clusters. Our VisibilityCluster algorithm efficiently approximates
the average visibility matrix by only casting few shadow rays for each
VisibilityCluster. The approximated average visibility matrix (d) with
VisibilityCluster was estimated with only 14 seconds and 3.57 percent
error to the average visibility matrix (c).

al. [22] interpreted the many-light problem using a matrix
form. They exploited the low-rank property of the matrix
for efficient rendering by sampling both rows (shading
points) and columns (lights). Hasan et al. [23] and
Davidovic et al. [24] later extended their method for
handling glossy materials. Ou and Pellacini [25] further
observed that matrices for local surfaces tend to have very
low ranks. They computed per-slice LCs for more efficient
approximation. Our method, similarly to theirs, exploits the
local structure of the many-light matrix. However, we
specifically focus on the visibility term and use average
visibility to exploit the coherence explicitly, instead of using
sparse visibility sampling, like they did. Another important
difference is that their method uses a fixed set of
representative lights to shade the scene, while our approach
adopts a Monte Carlo estimator at each shading point with
the full set of VPLs for sampling.

2.3 Visibility Algorithms
Several methods have been proposed to reduce the number
of shadow tests. Agrawala et al. [33] exploited image-space
coherence to efficiently render soft shadows from area
lights. Ben-Artzi et al. [34] further extended the idea to
reduce shadow tests for environment lighting. Shirley et al.
[35] accelerated rendering by only sampling the visibility of
strong lights. These methods suffer from artifacts when
most strong lights are occluded. Hart et al. [36] reduced the
cost of visibility sampling by identifying the occluded
region of a light source. They stored occluders in a map and
reprojected them onto light sources for culling out the
occluded part. This algorithm observes good performance
for simple scenes, but does not scale well with geometry
and light complexity.
There are also algorithms for approximating visibility
using dedicated graphics hardware or point-based representations. Stewart and Karkanis [37] used item buffer and
graph relaxation to construct approximated visibility maps.
Dutré et al. [38] represented geometry as point clouds and
used them for visibility estimation. These methods can only
achieve limited success for complex scenes.
The Local Illumination Environment (LIE) [39] intends to
reduce both the frequency and cost of shadow computation.
A LIE represents a part of the scene (an octree cell in their
implementation), combined with lists of lights that are fully
visible, fully occluded, and partially visible during rendering. Occluders for partially visible lights are also recorded.
Contributions from fully visible lights are gathered without
tracing shadow rays. Visibility tests for partially visible
lights are accelerated by only testing with the recorded
occluders. LIE also does not scale well when the number of
lights and triangles grows. It takes a long time to assort the
lights, and significant amount of memory is required to
store the occluders.
Donikian et al. [40] used an adaptive scheme to
iteratively accumulate visibility information. They combine
uniform, block-level, and pixel-level probability density
functions with different weights at different iterations for
light sampling. Their method is very robust; however, it has
an expensive start-up cost because uniform sampling is
used in early stages. Recently Ramamoorthi et al. [41]
investigated the impact of sampling patterns on the quality
of soft shadows. They offer guidelines for the strategy of
sampling area lights with different shapes.
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Fig. 3. Construction of VisibilityClusters. We first form initial VisibilityClusters by clustering the lights and shading points based on their geometric
properties independently. Next, we estimate the average visibility of each submatrix (for a pair of LC and SC) by sampling few shadow rays. Finally,
we locally refine the VisibilityClusters with large visibility variance (highlighted in yellow) by splitting LCs.

2.4 Directional Occlusion
Our method can be used for enhancing local shading with
directional occlusion. In this context, Ritschel et al. [42]
proposed a screen space method for interactive applications. It produces visually pleasing results but fails to
account for occluders outside the view frustum. The
practical filtering method proposed by Egan et al. [43], on
the other hand, is designed for high-quality rendering. Our
method strikes a balance between performance and quality,
and also offers a good solution for lighting previews.

3

BACKGROUND

In this section, we outline the many-light rendering
problem which the VisibilityCluster algorithm aids solving.
Prior work has shown that indirect illumination, environment lighting, and many direct light sources can all be
approximated by many VPLs [18], [19], [22]. Assume that all
sources of illumination are represented by a set of point
lights, S. For a shading point xo , its reflected radiance Lo
along the viewing direction ! can be computed by summing
contributions from all lights in S:
X
Li ðxi Þfr ðxi ! xo ; !ÞV ðxi ÞGðxi Þ cosði Þ; ð1Þ
Lo ðxo ; !Þ ¼
xi 2S

where xi is a point light in S, Li is its incident radiance, fr is
the surface BRDF of xo , V is the binary visibility function
between xo and xi , and Gðxi Þ is the subtended solid angle at
xo by xi . By combining Gðxi Þ and cosði Þ into BRDF and
hiding xo and ! for a fixed shading point, the equation can
be simplified as
X
Li ðxi Þfr ðxi ÞV ðxi Þ:
ð2Þ
Lo ¼
xi 2S

As the number of lights increases, directly summing the
contributions of all lights becomes impractical. Monte Carlo
method and importance sampling are often employed to
efficiently estimate (2) with a small number of samples N:
Lo 

N
1X
Li ðxs Þfr ðxs ÞV ðxs Þ
;
N s¼1
pðxs Þ

ð3Þ

where p is the probability mass function (importance
function) used to draw samples. Variance can be effectively reduced by choosing p that approximates the
product of lighting, BRDF, and visibility. As it is very
expensive to even obtain approximation of visibility, most
previous work assumes uniform visibility and only

approximates the product Li fr for p. Unfortunately, the
constant visibility assumption often fails for complex
scenes with nonnegligible visibility variations. The proposed VisibilityCluster method can estimate visibility more
efficiently. Therefore, it becomes feasible to incorporate
visibility into p for more effective variance reduction. We
call it triple-product importance sampling because the
product Li fr V is approximated.

4

VISIBILITYCLUSTER

Our goal is to construct VisibilityClusters with high
visibility coherence: all shading points in an SC have
similar visibility functions toward the lights in an LC. A
straightforward way is to start with two large clusters
containing all lights and shading points, respectively,
estimate their visibility variance, and split them into smaller
ones if the variance is too large. However, because each
iteration of the variance estimation demands expensive
shadow testing, the construction cost is not acceptable. To
find a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency,
we propose a two-pass approach described in this section.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the flowchart of the two-pass
method. In the initial clustering stage, we cluster lights
and shading points separately according to their geometric
properties. This is based on the observation that locally
close shading points often behave similarly to a group of
lights within a small solid angle. For each pair of SC and
LC, we estimate the average visibility of their VisibilityCluster by sampling lights and shading points uniformly
within each cluster. Finally, based on the estimated average
visibility, local refinement is performed for VisibilityClusters with large visibility variance by splitting the LCs.

4.1 Initial Clustering
In the initial clustering stage, we separately cluster lights
and shading points based on their geometric properties and
use those to create initial VisibilityClusters.
Light clustering. We cluster lights using a modified
IlluminationCut approach [44], [2] for its native support of
hierarchical refinement. The original IlluminationCut starts
by building a binary tree for all lights based on locations
and directions. Each leaf corresponds to an individual point
light while each internal node represents a cluster of lights.
For each LC Lk , we record its bounding box, the mean hLk i,
and the variance VarðLk Þ of illumination for all lights within
the cluster.
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Fig. 4. Light clustering and shading point clustering. Left: The original
environment map (top) is represented by 32K VPLs (bottom left) which
make up 1,200 clusters (bottom right, lights with the same pseudo color
belong to the same cluster). Right: Shading points are grouped into
2,400 clusters.

Fig. 5. Average visibility estimation. For an SC and an LC, we sample
shading points and lights uniformly and evaluate their visibility. The
average visibility between the two clusters is approximated as the ratio
of unoccluded shadows rays to all shadow rays. For this particular
example, it is 5=8 ¼ 0:625.

Any cut to the binary tree defines a clustering configuration. In our case, the criterion for selecting a cut is to
keep the variance of both luminance and visibility low.
Starting from the root, we keep selecting a node and
splitting it into its two children. Since at this stage we do not
have the results of visibility testing, there is no guarantee
that visibility variance will be reduced by splitting nodes.
We use a heuristic approach that works well in practice to
partition the tree. Assume we want to create Nc þ 1 clusters.
Nc splits are required. For the first bk  Nc c (k  1) splits,
we select nodes according to their luminance values. The
cluster (node) with the largest luminance variance VarðLk Þ
is replaced with its two children in each iteration. For the
rest of splits, we focus on splitting clusters with large spatial
extents because they potentially have large visibility
variations. We select the cluster with the largest axis extent
to split until the number of clusters has been reached. In
practice, we found that k ¼ 23 works well for all kinds of
illumination conditions.
Shading point clustering. Shading points are clustered in a
top-down partitioning manner with a kd-tree as in previous
methods [20], [25]. First, we construct a tree for all shading
points using 6D coordinates including both positions and
surface normals. Next, similar to light clustering, we
compute a shading cut by iteratively replacing the node
with the largest axis extent with its two children, until
reaching the target number of SCs. The final shading cut
represents the clustering configuration.
We have experimented with other methods, such as kmeans clustering, applied to grouping lights and shading
points. With the same budget of the cluster size, different
clustering methods produce results of similar rendering
quality. We adopt the top-down splitting approaches,
IlluminationCut and kd-tree, for better efficiency. Fig. 4
gives examples of light and shading point clustering.

shading points uniformly in their clusters (Fig. 5). The
average visibility of a VisibilityCluster is approximated as
the ratio of unoccluded shadow rays to all sampled
shadow rays.

4.2 Average Visibility Estimation
After clustering, we estimate the average visibility for each
VisibilityCluster. Assume there are N lights in the LC and
M shading points in the SC, the true average visibility is
obtained by performing N  M shadow tests and counting
the ratio of unoccluded rays to all rays, which is
computationally expensive. Fortunately, because of visibility coherence within a VisibilityCluster, the average
visibility can be estimated accurately using only a few
shadow rays (in our implementation, usually 10-12). The
shadow rays are generated by sampling the lights and

4.3 Local Refinement
The estimated average visibility (V) from the previous step
also serves as a quality measure to visibility estimation
because it is related to visibility variance. The visibility
variance of a VisibilityCluster Ck is calculated as follows:
VarðCk Þ ¼

n
1X
ðVi  VÞ2 ;
n i¼1

ð4Þ

where n is the number of shadow tests and Vi is the
individual result of a shadow
test. Since Vi 2 f0; 1g, we have
P
Vi2 ¼ Vi . In addition, n1 ni¼1 Vi ¼ V. As a result, we have
VarðCk Þ ¼ V  V2 ¼ Vð1  VÞ:

ð5Þ

From the other point of view, if Vi follows a Binomial
distribution with the success probability V, the sample
variance is Vð1  VÞ. Thus, by using (5), we can estimate
visibility variance from the estimated average visibility. For
VisibilityCluster whose visibility variance is larger than a
predefined threshold v (VarðCk Þ  v ), the current clustering configuration is not good enough and the visibility
estimation might be inaccurate. We replace the LC with its
two children in the light tree and re-estimate the average
visibility for each one. The refinement continues until the
visibility estimation for all VisibilityClusters are accurate
enough or the maximal depth has been reached. Note that
local refinement is performed per SC. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 3, SCs (rows in the matrix) could have different light
clustering configurations (column configurations). Fig. 6
demonstrates the improvement of visibility coherence with
local refinement.
It is worth mentioning that for local refinement we only
split LCs but not SCs because of the cost of building
importance functions. For importance sampling, for each
shading point, we need to determine its SC and calculate
the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF)
for all LCs (Fig. 7d). Splitting SCs generates additional SCs,
each requiring its own CDF (Fig. 7e). As a result, the
number of SCs grows fast with the refinement depth,
making the CDF calculations very expensive. Thus, we
choose to split the LCs only (Fig. 7c). In practice, we found
that our choice of only splitting LCs has little impact on the
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to all LCs).  is set to ð1  pv Þn , where n is the number of
performed shadow tests. This value accounts for the
probability of failing n times in shadow tests if the average
probability is pv .

5

Fig. 6. Equal-time comparisons of rendering using the initial VisibilityClusters (w/o refine) versus the locally refined ones (w/refine). Local
refinement improves rendering quality in regions with difficult visibility by
reducing visibility variation within a VisibilityCluster.

quality of VisibilityClusters, but makes CDF construction
(Fig. 7f) much more efficient and memory-friendly.

4.4 Bias Avoidance
For the case that all shadow tests return occluded, assigning
zero visibility dogmatically introduces bias. To avoid bias,
an additional test is performed to check whether the LC
falls on the other side of the hemisphere of the SC. If so, the
average visibility is set to 0; otherwise, it is set to a small
value . We determine  for an SC by estimating its average
accessibility pv (computed by averaging its visibility ratios

EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented the proposed VisibilityCluster
algorithm on PBRT2 [45] for two applications: tripleproduct importance sampling and directional occlusion.
Experiments were performed on a machine with Intel Xeon
5420 CPU (2.5 GHz) and 32-GB RAM.
Table 1 lists the scene profiles and rendering settings for all
test scenes. The number of initial LCs was set according to the
illumination complexity. For most scenes, it was set to about
1K as suggested by previous work [2]. High-frequency
lighting, as observed in the LUNCH scene (Fig. 10), might
require more clusters. Similarly, the number of SCs was set
based on the geometry complexity. In our experiments, 6,400
clusters usually gave good results. More accurate visibility
estimation using more shadow rays allows fewer lights to be
sampled for estimating (3) in the same amount of time. Thus,
we need to find a good tradeoff between the accuracy of the
visibility estimate and the number of allowed sampled lights.
As demonstrated in Fig. 8, 8-12 shadow rays provided a good
compromise between accuracy and performance. Finally, for
local refinement, we set v to 0.16 (equivalently, the
refinement is performed if the estimated average visibility
is between 0.2 and 0.8) and the maximal refine depth to 2 for
all test scenes in this paper.

Fig. 7. The choice of splitting for local refinement. Part (a) shows the original VisibilityClusters for an SC. We want to refine the second and fourth
ones (outlined in yellow). Part (b) is a refinement of both LCs and SCs. Part (c) is a refinement of LCs only. Importance sampling requires calculating
a CDF over all LCs, as shown in (d). Splitting SCs as in (b) would result in additional SCs, each with its own CDF (the rows with different colors in
(e)). We found splitting LCs only as in (c) produces results of similar quality but is significantly more efficient and memory-friendly for building
importance functions (f).

TABLE 1
Scene Profiles and Rendering Settings

The columns list the image resolution (the number of samples per pixel is listed in parenthesis), the number of triangles, the number of VPLs and the
illumination type (Env. for environment lights, Spot for spot lights and Ind. for indirect illumination), the number of initial LCs and the average number
of LCs after local refinement (Avg.LC), the number of SCs, and the time for computing VisibilityCluster (and its ratio to the total rendering time).
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the triple-product importance jLk jhLk ihk ihVk i and then
uniformly sample a light from the selected LC.

Fig. 8. The experiment to determine the number of shadow rays for the
average visibility estimation in the LUNCH scene. To find a good
balance between computation time and accuracy, we carefully tune
shadow ray and sampled light numbers while keeping the rendering time
at 200 seconds. The plot of the number of shadow rays versus MSE
indicates that 8-12 shadow rays provide a good compromise.

5.1 Triple-Product Importance Sampling
VisibilityCluster can be easily combined with BIS [2] to offer
a more effective triple-product importance sampling solution. We use BIS to obtain bidirectional importance for each
LC. Then, the estimated average visibility is multiplied to
form the triple-product importance function for sampling:
pðxs Þ  jLk jhLk ihk ihVk i 

1
¼ hLk ihk ihVk i;
jLk j

ð6Þ

where jLk j, hLk i, hk i; and hVk i are the number of lights, the
average luminance, the average BRDF, and the average
visibility of the kth LC, respectively. To select a light from
the set of VPLs S for shading, we first sample an LC using

5.1.1 Comparisons
We compared VisibilityCluster with BIS [2] and IC [3],
which are state-of-the-art product and triple-product
importance sampling methods, respectively. The number
of sampled lights for each shading point was carefully set
for each method to provide equal-time comparisons,
including the time for computing importance records in
IC and estimating average visibility in VisibilityClusters. As
suggested by the IC authors, the number of importance
records was set to 7K and the number of nearest records
used by multiple importance sampling was set to 3.
The first two scenes, TOWN (Fig. 9) and LUNCH
(Fig. 10), were rendered using direct lighting from environment illumination. TOWN was illuminated by a lowfrequency cloudy sky and LUNCH was illuminated by
high-frequency indoor lighting. For TOWN, BIS suffers
from severe variance on the clock tower (Fig. 9, detail 1).
Tall buildings act as occluders to each other and block the
sun in the sky. BIS wastes most light samples toward the
occluded sun because it has the strongest luminance. IC
reduces variances by including the visibility term into the
importance function. However, in the narrow passageway
with only few importance records (Fig. 9, detail 2), the
rendering looks quite noisy because the nearby records
provide inaccurate information. Similar situations occurred
in LUNCH. The image rendered with BIS is very noisy

Fig. 9. TOWN (equal-time comparison, 150 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images of BIS
[2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. Our method provides better noise reduction, where there is severe occlusion (detail 1) or high-frequency
geometry variation (detail 2).

Fig. 10. LUNCH (equal-time comparison, 200 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images of
BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. BIS produces severe noise due to occlusion of strong lights (detail 1). IC cannot capture well highfrequency BRDFs and fine geometry details due to its sparse records (detail 2).
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Fig. 11. KILLEROO (equal-time comparison, 300 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images
of BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. BIS fails in regions with complex visibility variation (detail 1). IC is inefficient for glossy materials
(detail 2). Our method is more effective for both cases.

since bright lights are occluded by the oil painting (Fig. 10,
detail 1). IC outperforms BIS in most areas, but still
observes significant noise in areas with large visibility
variation, for example, the partially occluded regions on the
table (Fig. 16). Its sparse records also cannot capture the
fine geometry variation on the painting’s frame (Fig. 10,
detail 2). Our approach alleviates these problems by
properly clustering lights and shading points to better
exploit the coherence in visibility.
The third scene, KILLEROO (Fig. 11), was illuminated by
a bright spot light and a skylight environment map. The
scene demonstrates a very difficult case because most
illumination is occluded by the surrounding walls. It also
contains glossy materials. BIS works well on the killeroo’s
lower back (detail 2, variance due to BRDF variation) but
poorly on the neck (detail 1, variance due to visibility
variation). IC performs in the opposite way. The highly
glossy BRDF and complex curvature on the back invalidate
the distributions stored at sparse importance records. Our
method is much less sensitive to geometric and material
variations and significantly reduces noise on both the back
and neck.
The next two scenes, SPONZA and ROOM, were
designed to experiment with indirect lighting. SPONZA
(Fig. 12) was rendered with an environment map (approximated with 8K lights) and 70K indirect VPLs. In this scene,
only a small number of VPLs are visible to any shading
point. BIS is ineffective because it cannot locate those visible

lights that make contributions to the shading point. In this
scene, our method achieves great improvement compared
to BIS, but is slightly less effective than IC because we only
use cluster-level importance. Lights within a cluster are still
sampled uniformly, rather than by their importance. On the
other hand, IC computes individual contributions for each
light at every importance record. Thus, when rendering flat
regions without much visibility variation, IC generates less
noise than VsibilityCluster (detail 1). However, IC renders
the end of the alley less effectively (detail 2), where it lacks
importance records. For the ROOM scene (Fig. 13), IC
produces noises on the boundary of the two dragons, where
the complex geometry invalidates the importance records
(detail 1). Our method, in contrast, can better cope with
glossy materials and geometry complexity.
The last two scenes, CONSTRUCTION (Fig. 14) and
HAIRBALL (Fig. 15), demonstrate situations with complex
illumination and geometry. In CONSTRUCTION, there are
lots of surrounding lattices, handrails, and trestles,
resulting in large visibility variations. The lights coming
from the right side are blocked by a group of pillars and
shine through the gaps to a bump mapped ground. For
this complex scene, our method produces noticeable noise
but still outperforms the other two methods by a margin.
In HAIRBALL, the complex self-occlusion makes BIS and
IC very ineffective. It is worth noting that IC does not
work better than BIS in this scene because of the highly
complex geometry.

Fig. 12. SPONZA (equal-time comparison, 600 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images of
BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. IC achieves the best noise reduction in flat regions (detail 1), but is less effective for regions that are
far away from the camera (detail 2) due to the insufficient number of records. Our method reduces noise consistently across the whole image.
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Fig. 13. ROOM (equal-time comparison, 300 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images of
BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. Because of the fine geometry details of dragons, IC’s importance records are less accurate when
used by nearby shading points without records (detail 1). Our method exploits geometry coherence within SCs and handles scenes with fine
geometry details better.

Fig. 14. CONSTRUCTION (equal-time comparison, 500 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed
images of BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. The grating patterns produced by pillars and the thin geometry such as lattices, handrails,
and trestles result in high-frequency visibility variation, making BIS and IC very inefficient. Our method performs much better in this difficult scene.

Fig. 15. HAIRBALL (equal-time comparison, 800 seconds). Left: full image rendered by our approach. From column 2 to column 5: detailed images
of BIS [2], IC [3], our approach, and the reference. The complex geometry of hairball results in large visibility variation, causing relatively large noise
in all methods. However, because VisibilityClusters are computed and refined for each SC, the proposed algorithm still achieves superior noise
reduction compared to BIS and IC.

Fig. 16 visualizes errors, and lists the mean squared error
(MSE) for all compared methods and scenes. In most scenes
(excepts for SPONZA), our method has significantly lower
MSE than BIS and IC. IC is slightly better than our method
for SPONZA because the scene contains mostly flat surfaces.

5.1.2 Discussions
BIS generally converges fast in unoccluded regions with a
few samples, but becomes inefficient where there is
occlusion. The worst case occurs when the directions of
strong lights or BRDF peaks are occluded. In this
circumstance, BIS becomes very inefficient because most
samples are wasted on directions without contributions.

IC greatly alleviates variance in areas with smooth
surfaces. However, for more complex surfaces and glossy
materials, the uniform distribution of importance records in
the image plane could miss fine details or scene features,
resulting in less effective variance reduction in these areas.
Finally, it does not scale well to the number of VPLs. Since
the full contributions need to be evaluated and stored for
every importance record, the time of drawing samples and
the memory requirements quickly grow as the number of
VPLs increases.
VisibilityCluster significantly reduces variance for
scenes with different illumination conditions and complex
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Fig. 16. Visualization of errors. Rows from top to bottom: BIS [2], IC [3], and our approach. The value under each image is its MSE.

geometry. Its scalability to the geometric complexity is
improved by grouping similar shading points; similarly,
clustering lights and only estimating average visibility
improve the scalability in the number of VPLs.

5.1.3 Limitations
The SPONZA scene (Fig. 12) reveals a limitation of our
method. In this scene, very few lights are visible for a shading
point, making our cluster-level importance sampling less
effective. The same problem also appears inside the forklift in
the CONSTRUCTION scene (Fig. 16). Another limitation is
that in very simple scenes with little occlusion, the overhead
of computing VisibilityCluster might not justify its gain.
5.1.4 Memory Usage
The memory usage required for VisibilityCluster is NSC 
NLC  4 bytes, where NSC and NLC are the number of SCs
and LCs, respectively. For 6,400 SCs and 1,200 LCs (the
average case in this paper), it uses about 30 MB. The
construction of the shading tree and the light tree requires
additional memory, but it can be released once the clusters
are determined. Compared to IC, our memory requirement
is significantly smaller.
5.2 Directional Occlusion
VisibilityCluster can also be used to approximate directional occlusion for lighting previews. A row in the
VisibilityCluster matrix (for a shading point) gives the
average visibility of each LC with respect to the shading
point. It can be used as an approximation of directional
occlusion. In this setting, we approximate the reflected
radiance in (2):
X
ð7Þ
L~i ðLs Þfr ðLs ÞVðLs Þ;
Lo 
Ls

where Ls is a LC, L~i ðLs Þ is its total illuminance, fr ðLs Þ is the
average BRDF from the LC to the shading point, and VðLs Þ
is the average visibility between the LC and the shading
point. Our method can be used for estimating V.

Fig. 17 presents an example for enhancing local shading
using VisibilityCluster. Fig. 17a gives the result of local
shading without considering visibility to lights. It looks
quite different from the reference (Fig. 17b) in both,
shadows and tone. By incorporating the approximated
visibility supplied by VisibilityCluster, Fig. 17c significantly
improves the shadows and tone. However, since average
visibility is computed per VisibilityCluster, directly using it
for V could result in blocking artifacts (Fig. 17c). The
problem can be alleviated by blending visibility terms of
nearby VisibilityClusters. A kd-tree is built for the centers of
all SCs. To determine VðLs Þ for a shading point, we look up
the n nearest SCs based on geometric properties in the kdtree, and linearly blend their VðLs Þ values using the
reciprocals of distances as weights. We used n ¼ 3 in our
implementation. As Fig. 17d shows, although mild blocking
artifacts are still visible, the directional shadows on the floor
look better, and surface details on the statue are also greatly
improved. With very little cost, by adding directional
occlusion, VisibilityCluster significantly enhances the quality of local shading.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes VisibilityCluster, an efficient estimation and compact representation for averaged shading point
visibility. We observe that by properly clustering shading
points and lights, visibility entries in the many-light
transport matrix exhibit a block-like structure and can be
efficiently approximated by sampling. The submatrix
formed by a cluster of shading points and a cluster of
lights is called a VisibilityCluster. We demonstrate that the
average visibility of a VisibilityCluster can be faithfully
estimated with only few shadow tests. We also use the
average visibility as an estimation of quality to guide
further refinement of clustering for improving accuracy.
The result is an efficient algorithm for estimating visibility
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Fig. 17. The STATUE scene (220K triangles) illuminated by 32K lights (clustered into 1,200 LCs) and rendered with a 1;600  1;200 resolution
(4 spp). (a) Local shading with 1,200 representative lights (centers of LCs) without considering visibility. (b) Reference image that accumulates
contributions of all 32K lights with visibility included. (c), (d) Lighting previews using VisibilityCluster visibility and interpolated VisibilityCluster visibility
for directional occlusion. Directly using VisibilityCluster results in blocking artifacts (c), which are alleviated by linearly combining visibility terms of
nearby VisibilityClusters (d).

that can be used in applications such as importance
sampling and directional occlusion.
One interesting future direction is to extend our method
to the temporal domain for rendering animations. We are
planning to investigate possible exploitation of temporal
coherence to reduce per-frame cost. Another possible
direction is to deal with glossy materials. It is interesting
to employ advanced VPL methods that focus on glossiness
[23], [24]. Finally, we would also like to combine our
method with some recently proposed approaches for
further speeding up visibility estimation, for example,
using RTSAH [46] to accelerate shadow tests.
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